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Abstract. Understanding the physical mechanisms and having insight to the complex flowfield involving
unstart phenomena in supersonic inlets has gained considerable attention especially in the area of scramjet
inlet/isolator aerothermodynamics. In this study, Schlieren visualization and computational analysis of shock
wave structures in ramjet/scramjet inlet/isolator models in supersonic flow have been performed. Experiments
were performed in the supersonic wind tunnel at the Trisonic Research Laboratory in Istanbul Technical
University. The test section floor and the existing mechanism underneath have been modified to be able to
mount the designed inlet/isolator model on the floor of the test section. The inlet/isolator model with a 12degree compression ramp is investigated at Mach 2 both computationally and experimentally. Computations
were performed using Star-CCM+ software to investigate shock wave structures in and around the three
dimensional inlet/isolator model as mounted on the test section floor as a guide for designing the experimental
model. In the results, the effects of shock wave – boundary layer interactions with flow separations with were
observed. Ensemble average of the density distributions on a series of planes from one side wall to the other
from the CFD results agreed well with the Schlieren images obtained experimentally. The structure of the
shock waves and angles obtained from the Schlieren images agree quite well with those obtained from the CFD
results. The effects of lambda-shock formations which indicate possible boundary layer separations, reflections
of shock waves, and shock wave – boundary layer interactions on inlet unstart phenomena have been
discussed. In order to investigate inlet unstart mechanism further, different experimental setups have been
suggested for future work.

1 Introduction
Developing reliable and affordable ramjet and scramjet
propulsion technologies is vital for realizing routine
supersonic and hypersonic transport. Ramjet/Scramjet
engines are air-breathing engines that use the surrounding
air as a working fluid. High Mach number air is first
slowed down and compressed by the inlet/isolator prior to
mixing with fuel and then sent to the combustor. Hot
exhaust gases pass through a nozzle and produce thrust.
Ramjet/Scramjet uses forward motion of the vehicle to
compress incoming air at the inlet instead of a rotary
compressor in conventional jet engines. Therefore, they
have less moving parts and they are much lighter than
turbine engines.
In ramjet, air is slowed down to subsonic speeds by
a system of shock waves in the inlet/isolator. Therefore,
the combustion takes place at subsonic speeds. Hot
combustion gases are accelerated through a convergentdivergent nozzle to supersonic speeds. Inefficiencies
regarding performance loses occur due to shock waves in
the inlet/isolator. Also, thermal and mechanical loads

increase on the combustion chamber walls. Because of
these performance limitations, ramjet propulsion is not
suitable speeds above Mach 5 [1].
In scramjet (supersonic combustion ramjet),
although the incoming flow is slowed down and
compressed through the inlet, combustion process occurs
supersonically. Therefore, the engine is less susceptible
to total pressure losses than the ramjet due to weaker
shock waves and is relatively more efficient for
hypersonic flight. Also compared to rockets, which must
carry their own oxidizer, scramjet engines are more
efficient for a flight in the atmosphere [2]. Developing
scramjet technologies will lead to vehicles with
affordable and reusable air-breathing hypersonic engines
such as cruise missiles; long range aircraft and spaceaccess vehicles for taking off and landing such as
airliners [3].
In figure 1 a schematic of a scramjet is shown.
Forebody provides the first compression of airflow.
Shock waves in the inlet/isolator convert the dynamic
pressure due to the velocity of incoming air into higher
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static pressurre. The shock
k train can be seen clearly in
figure 1 andd Mach num
mber is reduuced while static
pressure andd temperaturee increase allong the isollator
through shockk waves.

proppulsion, hypeersonic flight will be available both fo
or
space access an
nd long distaance transporrtation in thee
futuure.
Currran and Stuull [5] propossed the dual--mode enginee
conncept in whichh the engine is allowed too act in ramjeet
modde at lower suupersonic fligght Mach num
mbers and thenn
trannsition to scramjet modee at higher supersonic too
hyppersonic fligh
ht Mach numbbers. Since tthe dual-modee
propposal in 1963, much work
w
has beeen done fo
or
undderstanding the compleex flowfieldds involvedd,
impproving the performancee of such engines, andd
devveloping metho
ods of practical implementaation [6–20].
More recently, optical flow diagnostics such as high
h
ve been used to investigatee
speed Schlieren and PIV hav
the unstart proceess in an inlett-isolator moddel at Mach 5
andd found out that unstart wass strongly inflluenced by thee
geoometry and th
he separated flow resulting from shockk
wavve boundary laayer interactioons [21,22].

F
Fig. 1. Schemattic of a scramjeet [4].

Fig. 2. Scramjjet components [3].

For ram
mjet/scramjet, isolator is a critical
c
component
that adjusts thhe static back
k-pressure. Att the beginninng of
the combustioon, boundary layer starts tto separate annd a
precombustioon shock appeears in the isoolator as show
wn in
in figure 2 [[3]. Due to instabilities inn the combusstion
process, staticc back-pressu
ure changes inn the isolator. The
pressure rise can force the shock wavess to be pushedd out
i
of the isolatoor and inlet. This conditioon is called inlet
unstart whichh produces un
ndesirable inlet conditions and
may lead to more catasttrophic conseequences such
h as
engine failuree.
Hypersoonic vehiclees are subjject to sev
veral
extraordinaryy challenges for
fo both structtural and material
aspects. These are [3]:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Very highh temperaturess
Heating of the whole veehicle
f
Steady-staate and transient localizeed heating from
shock wavves
High aerodynamic load
ds
High flucttuating pressu
ure loads
The potenntial for severre flutter, vibrration, fluctuaating
and therm
mally induced stresses
s
Erosion fr
from air flow over the vehhicle and thro
ough
the enginee

By devveloping tecchnology, neew research on
materials andd more experriments are done
d
on scram
mjet

d the infrastruucture for thee
In oorder to initiate and build
studdies on scram
mjet inlet unsstart at Istannbul Technicaal
Uniiversity a preeliminary woork has beenn done in thee
currrent study. Wind tunnel tesst section has been
b
modifiedd
to allow
a
for mo
ounting superrsonic inlet models
m
on thee
flooor and provisions have been
b
made too add furtheer
capabilities to initiate unstart in
i such models. This studyy
sum
mmarizes som
me of the effoorts made in that directionn
inclluding shock wave visualizzation by schhlieren methodd
andd the computaational analyssis which are performed too
impprove the proccess of designning and mannufacturing thee
expperimental model to be used
d in the wind tunnel.
t
2 Experimenta
E
al Setup
2.1 Mounting apparatus
a
se
etup and mo
odifications
s
Expperiments werre carried out in the 1515 cm Trisonicc
Winnd Tunnel at Istanbul
I
Technnical Universiity. The tunneel
is a blow-down type and hass two Mach number
n
ranges
achhieved by using two differennt nozzle-test section blocks
withh ranges of 0.4
0 – 2.1, and
d 0.4 – 4.0. IIn the presennt
studdy, the test secction with thee range 0.4 – 22.1 is used andd
the Mach numb
ber is set to 2.0 for thee visualizationn
expperiments. Thee tunnel has two
t
circular windows
w
madee
of quartz
q
for schhlieren visualizzation on its side
s
walls andd
perfforated floor and
a ceiling fo
or boundary laayer suction in
n
trannsonic flow regime.
r
The presence
p
of the
t perforatedd
flooor and ceilin
ng and the boundary
b
layeer mechanism
m
prevvents mountinng the modells on either uupper or loweer
wallls.
Thee tunnel hass a stick-typpe support for mountingg
axissymmetric models in the center of thee test sectionn.
How
wever, the inllet model useed in the expeeriments is noot
suittable for mou
unting to thee support duue to its non
naxissymmetric shaape and off-ceenter point off attachment inn
the back of the model.
m
Becau
use of these innconveniences
the inlet/isolator model is moounted on thee wind tunneel
flooor using a sett of floor pluugs, which waas designed too
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replace the original tunnell floor with itts boundary layer
l
suction mechhanism. Figu
ure 3 showss the new solid
s
stainless steell floor plug (laabeled as 1) which
w
replacess the
original perfoorated brass floor
f
of the wind
w
tunnel. It is
redesigned ass having a sllot to accomm
modate a thiicker
inner plug (llabeled as 2 in figure 3) for attaching
g the
model from the bottom and underneeath the floorr as
shown in figuure 3. This in
nner plug also allows mounnting
different moddels without having
h
to channge the new floor
f
piece and cann be replaced with anotherr one with optical
access.

ram
mp and the flow deflects byy an angle of θ with a speedd
M2 where Mn1 annd Mn2 are thee Mach numbeer components
norm
mal to the shock for M1 and M2, respectivelyy.
Rellationship betw
ween the defflection anglee, shock anglee
andd the incomingg Mach numbeer is given by
tan

2 cot

(1)

Figg. 5. Oblique Shhock Geometry..
Fig. 3. Mountting apparatus and
a inlet/isolatoor model assemb
bly.

m
is a sim
mple duct thatt has
In the present study, the model
an inlet with a ramp providding entrance and compresssion
of incoming air flow, annd a straightt isolator secction
t combustioon chamber of
o a
representing the link to the
d
inleet/isolator model
m
scramjet enggine. The designed
represents a ramjet/scramj
r
et inlet that is
i mounted unnder
the body of ann aircraft. Thee lower wall oof the wind tu
unnel
acts as the fforebody of thhe vehicle. Figure
F
4 show
ws a
photo of the m
model mounteed on the windd tunnel.

Since the ex
xperiments arre carried out at Mach 2, thee
mined ramp an
ngle θ from equation
e
(1) is
maxximum determ
aboout 22.97° for air. Thereforre, all the ram
mps of the inleet
moddel facing thee freestream, should be sm
maller than this
maxximum angle because wheen the maximuum θ angle is
exceeded, a deetached bow shock wave is formedd.
Dettached bow shhock wave is an undesiredd condition fo
or
ram
mjet/scramjet because
b
it can lead to inlet unstart
u
and thee
flow
w behind the shock
s
wave beecomes subsonic.
In order to keep the veloocity behind the
t first shockk
in supersonic
s
raange, ramp anngle of the inlet
i
model is
choosen as 12° as
a shown in figure 6 whhere the flow
w
direection is from
m left to the riight. In orderr to be able too
obsserve shock wave
w
reflectio
ons, the total length of thee
m. To observve at least twoo
inleet/isolator model is 160 mm
refllections, and to prevent sh
hock wave boundary layeer
inteeractions and inlet unstart, the height is set to 50 mm
m
withh the help off Computation
nal Fluid Dynnamics (CFD
D)
anaalyses which will
w be discusssed in further sections.
s

Fig. 4. Testt section modulle for Mach 2 and
a the designed
d
inlet/isolatorr model assembly.

2.2 Inlet/Iso
olator design
n and calcullations
Inlet deesign of a ram
mjet/scramjet is critical duue to
primary shoock wave formation
f
annd the resullting
compression of the incom
ming air. Thee mechanism that
creates shockk wave is a ram
mp which defl
flects incomingg air
flow. As show
wn in figure 5,
5 incoming aiir flow at M1 goes
g
through an obblique shock wave with anngle  due to
o the

Fig. 6. Schem
matic side view of
o the inlet/isolaator model.

For the first shock wave,, downstream Mach numbeer
f M1 = 2 annd θ = 12° ram
mp angle usingg
cann be obtained for
shoock wave theorry as 1.565 whhich is still suupersonic.
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3 Computation
C
nal Configurrations
When vviewed from thhe top, the outter ramp anglees of
the side wallls of the model have beeen chosen as 20°
which is againn below θmax for
f M = 2 as shown
s
in figurre 7.
To be able too start the wiind tunnel, thhe blockage ratio,
r
which is the total
t
projectioon area of the model dividedd by
test section arrea, should bee below 15%.. The ratio forr the
designed inllet/isolator model
m
is aboout 5.7% which
w
satisfies the reequired condition.

Forr the analyssis of the flow
f
in andd around thee
inleet/isolator moddel and the wiind tunnel testt section, StarrCCM
M+ software was used. Firrst, a 2D coarrse solution of
o
the problem was
w
carried out to unnderstand thee
chaaracteristics of
o shock wav
ves and expaansion wavess.
Afterwards, a 3D
D fine solutionn was employyed. Details of
o
thesse studies willl be explainedd in further secctions.

3.1 2D CFD An
nalysis
Thee problem waas run with 43
3293 cells andd 86198 facess.
Forr Mach 2, the physical
p
modeel was selected as:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Fig. 7. Top view off the inlet/isolatoor model.

The inleet/isolator moodel was desiggned as consissting
of 5 pieces foor the sake off manufacturinng simplicity. The
parts numbereed by 4 and 5 in figure 3 were
w made of brass
b
due to strenggth consideraations and the number 3 was
made of Pleexiglas since it had to be
b transparennt to
visualize shocck waves with
h the Schlierenn method.

Two Dimenssional
Inviscid
Gas
ow
Coupled Flo
Ideal Gas
Coupled Eneergy
Steady

This fast solution with a coarse meshh was done too
decide the dimeensions of thhe experimenttal model. As
shoown in figure 9 at least two
o reflections were
w
observedd.
Since y-momentuum of the reesiduals was not
n convergedd
enoough, solutionn at the back side area of the isolator is
som
mewhat artificcial and doess not represennt the correcct
situuation.

he interferencee in the flow
w, all
Also to minimize th
the fastenerss were embeedded. Due to the presssure
differences oon the walls between thee inside and the
outside of thhe inlet/isolaator liquid sealant was used
u
between the connections of the partss to prevent any
leakage. In orrder to provid
de a smooth airflow
a
aroundd the
model the sm
mall cavities in
n the heads off bolts were filled
fi
with model w
wax as shown in
i figure 8.

Fig.. 9. Mach numbber distribution of the 2D inlett/isolator modell.

3.2 3D CFD An
nalysis
D, viscous andd turbulent, a
Since the actuall flow is 3D
mucch better defined case was run. First, thhe volume thaat
fluiid flows is mo
odeled as soliid and the CA
AD model was
impported into Staar-CCM+ as shown in figurre 10.

F
Fig. 8. Inlet/isolaator model asseembly.
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Figg. 10. CAD model of the flow region.

For the computationnal grid hexahhedral mesh type
s
for thhis kind of floows.
was selected since it was suitable
Since the fllow is viscoous, to obserrve the shocck boundary layyer interactionns and flow sseparations, Prrism
Layer Mesheer was seleccted in the Meshing
M
Mo
odels
option. Alsoo Trimmer and
a
Surface Remesher were
w
selected for a good volumee mesh.
Fine meesh is not requuired in everyywhere withinn the
computationaal domain; theerefore in ordeer to decreasee the
number of ceells and save computation
c
t
time,
five reggions
were created with mesh siizes becomingg bigger in evvery
step. Maximuum Cell Sizes of the regions were set to 1, 4,
16, 32 and 644 mm in that order.
o
Prism Layer
L
Thickneesses
on the walls were
w set to 2 mm
m and Prism
m Layer Stretchhing
was set as 1.1. Number off Prism Layerrs was defineed as
20, which creeated twenty layers
l
in the defined boundary
layer thicknesss. Also for a slow transition of surface cell
size between different reg
gions, Surfacee Grow Rate was
set to 1.1 and Template Groow Rate was set
s as slow.
The ressulting mesh consists of 7307598 cells and
21864559 faaces as show
wn in figuree 11 from three
t
different view
ws. The back side
s of the moodel was kept long
l
in order to haave better connvergence for better results and
this also preevented the reverse
r
flow warnings du
uring
iteration.
wing
For the Physical Moodels selectioon, the follow
p
condiitions in the coode:
were chosen tto define the physical
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Three Dimensional
Gas
Coupled Flow
Ideal Gass
Coupled Energy
Turbulennt
Reynoldss-Averaged Navier-Stokes
N
Spalart-A
Allmaras Turbbulence
Standard Spalart-Allm
maras
All y+ Wall
W Treatmentt
Steady

Fig. 11. Grid
G structure from
f
different views.
v

This probleem is analy
yzed using the
t
followingg
assuumptions. Firsst of all it wass assumed thaat the flow was
steaady and the fluid
f
was stanndard air as iddeal gas. Also
o
the flow is turbbulent and Spalart-Allmar
S
ras turbulencee
moddel was usedd. For the turrbulent bounddary layer y+
+
Waall Treatment was
w selected.
In the CFD model the entrance
e
of thhe flow to thee
tunnnel is defined
d as inlet and the exit from
m the tunnel is
defi
fined as outllet. In orderr to define the boundaryy
connditions for innlet and outlett, isentropic flow
f
equations
are used for a freestream Mach
M
numberr of 2. Flow
w
h are selectedd to match thee experimentaal
connditions which
connditions are obtained ass 160 K foor the staticc
tem
mperature of th
he airflow at the inlet andd 33670 Pa as
Refference Pressu
ure Also outtlet static tem
mperature was
defi
fined as 288 K.
K For a fast solution
s
of thhe problem, an
n
initial 500 m/s velocity
v
in thee x-direction, which is veryy
peed of soundd is defined as
closse to the two times the sp
initial condition.
t
to solvee, for a betteer
Even if it takes more time
connvergence, Co
ourant Numbeer, which is aalso known as
CFL
L number, is taken
t
as 0.1 for
f this probleem. After 12700
stepps, it was obseerved that shock waves settlled enough.

3.3 3D CFD An
nalysis Resu
ults
When view
wed from the side as shownn in figure 122
Mach number disstribution cleaarly shows thee shock wavess.
Acrross the first shock
s
wave Mach
M
number decreases buut
withh the help of the expansiion wave, floow speeds up
p
agaain where it reaches
r
nearly
y to the free stream Machh
num
mber. But, in the regions where
w
shock wave
w
interacts
withh boundary laayer, the flow
w slows downn. Because of
o
the pressure difference bettween upstreeam and thee
wnstream of thhe shock wavve, boundary layer thickness
dow
incrreases significcantly especiaally in the areaa of interactionn
01099-p.5
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with the firstt shock wave since it is thhe strongest of all
shock waves.. This thick boundary
b
layeer acts as a buump
on the wall and for thiss reason anotther shock wave
w
appears. Shock waves coontinue by reeflecting along
g xdirection andd their strengtth decrease. Also
A
as show
wn in
figure 13 booundary layerr separation can be obserrved
clearly for tthe first sho
ock wave – boundary layer
l
interaction. The
T velocity veectors that poiint in the negaative
x-direction
x
iss the indicaation for the boundary layer
l
separation. Thhe red region in figure 12 can
c be misleading
because due tto the expanssion waves at the back andd the
reflection from the side walls
w
of the w
wind tunnel, Mach
M
number appeaars as maximuum in this areea which doess not
represent the real situation in the flow
w rather than
n the
wind tunnel.

Fig. 12. Shockk waves and Maach number distribution from side
v
view.

Fig. 13. Boundary layer
l
separationn vectors.

Fig. 14. Machh number distribbution from thee top view.

Using denssity distributio
on to visualizee the results of
o
the CFD analysiis has been co
onsidered apppropriate sincee
the Schlieren metthod is relatedd with the dennsity gradientss.
As shown in figuure 15, the deensity distribuutions from thee
sidee view help understand the
t
shock waave structures
bettter due to the sudden densiity change acrross the shockk
wavve. By startin
ng from the centerline,
c
sidde view cross
secttions of the density
d
distribuution are show
wn in figure 9
num
mbered from 1 to 8. Numbber 1 represennts center and
d
num
mber 2 represeents the crosss section 10 mm
m away from
m
the center in th
he spanwise z-direction. The 10 mm
m
spacing continuees until numb
ber 8 which represents 700
mm
m away from thhe center and the wall of thhe wind tunneel
is at
a 75 mm. Sincce the solutionn is symmetriic with respecct
to thhe center planne, only one siide is enough to analyze thee
probblem. From number
n
1 to number
n
3, shoock waves andd
refllections can be
b clearly obsserved in the inlet/isolatorr.
Num
mber 4 is thee cross sectioon where outeer side of thee
inleet/isolator verrtical wall. Thhis shows thee shock wavee
profile of the 20 angle tip raamp of the sidde walls in thee
fronnt. Numbers from 5 to 8 show the shock wavee
struucture betweeen outside off the inlet/isoolator and thee
winnd tunnel sidde wall. Sin
nce the lightt rays in thee
Schhlieren methodd go through the
t z-directionn, the resultannt
imaage is affeccted by all cross sectioonal regionss.
Theerefore, the av
verage of all thhe solution off the cells from
m
onee side to the other
o
side of the wind tunnnel side walls
werre calculated by exportin
ng results to Tecplot andd
creaating the average final im
mage by usingg Matlab. Thee
exppected Schlieren image is shown
s
in figurre 16 and it is
com
mpared with experimentaal results inn the furtheer
secttions.

When vviewed from the
t top, simillar conditionss are
observed as shown in fig
gure 14. Sincce the deflecction
op view is highher than the angle
a
angle at the tiip from the to
of the ramp ffrom the side view, the shoock wave app
pears
to be strongerr as shown cleearly in figure 14.
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by 1 is a shock wave becausse the angle is
i close to thee
calcculated β anggle compared to the Mach angle, , and
d
thiss shock wavee interacts with boundary layer on thee
tunnnel floor. Beccause of this interaction,
i
a lambda-shockk
form
ms in this reegion. It is clearly show
wn that shockk
struucture of the CFD
C
results inn figure 19 is very
v
similar to
o
the experimentaal results in figure 18. A similar buut
smaaller lambda-sshock is formed in the CFD
D results sincee
the boundary laayer in CFD analysis is much thinneer
com
mpared to that of the wiind tunnel walls.
w
Lambdaa
shoocks are the in
ndicators of the
t possibilityy of boundaryy
layeer separationss. As mentioned in the prevvious sectionss,
bouundary layer separations were
w
observedd in figure 133
withh the reverse velocity
v
vectoor profiles. Thherefore, in thee
expperiments an extensive boundary
b
layyer separationn
occurs as indiccated by suuch a big laambda shockk
mation.
form

Fig. 15. Density distribbutions from thhe side view.

Fig. 47. Schlieeren image of thhe inlet/isolatorr at Mach 2.

Fig. 36. A
Average density distribution aloong z-direction.

4 Experimental Results
s
Experiments w
were perform
med at Mach 2 in the supersonic
wind tunnel in the Trison
nic Research Laboratory
L
att the
Aeronautics and
a
Astronauutics of Istannbul
Faculty of A
Technical Unniversity. In thhe repeated exxperiments neearly
the same resuults were obtaiined as shownn in figure 17.
As calcculated in the previous secctions for Macch 2
and 12 rampp angle, from equation (1), β angle is 41
1.6°.
Also for Machh 2 the angle of the Mach wave
w
is calcullated
as:
1
1
sin
sin
30°
2
t
shock waves
w
is drrawn
The strructure of the
schematicallyy in figure 18 and the angles do not repreesent
exact values. According to the approximate sketch,, the
line originatinng from the tipp of the 12 ramp
r
as numbered

F 18. Shock wave
Fig.
w
structure from
f
the experim
mental result.

The shock wave numbeered by 1 refflects and thee
shoock wave nuumber 2 is formed. Thhis reflectionn
conntinues on until the shock number
n
4 is foormed. In factt,
the shock waves numbered byy 4 and 5 are the
t same but it
i
lookks as if they are
a different from
fr
each otheer because this
is caused
c
by the refraction off the light by Plexiglas sidee
wallls of the inlett/isolator. Thee angle of the wave numbeer
6 iss very close too that of a Macch wave and iit is probably a
Mach wave or a weak shock. Number 7 is formed due to
o
the outer tip withh an angle of 20 of the sidde walls of thee
inleet/isolator andd it is betweeen inlet/isolaator walls andd
winnd tunnel innner walls. This
T
shock w
wave can bee
obsserved better in
n figure 15 fro
om images thrrough 5 to 8.
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6.

7.

8.
9.
10.
11.

Fig. 19.. Shock wave sttructure in the CFD
C
results.

In sum
mmary, when shock wavves interact with
w
boundary layyers, the thicckness of thee boundary layer
l
increases andd lambda-shocks occur as a result of flow
f
separations. A second shoock wave form
ms at the back of
the separated boundary lay
yer. In order tto understand and
b
layer
l
prevent unnstart, shockk-induced boundary
separations shhould be invesstigated in moore detail.

12.
13.
14.

15.
16.

5 Conclusio
on
In this papeer, a superssonic inlet/issolator model is
investigated at Mach 2 both com
mputationally and
h
of CFD analysis
a
the shhock
experimentallly. With the help
wave structuure of the innlet/isolator is
i obtained. The
interaction beetween shock
k waves and boundary laayers
shows the poossibility of flow separatiions. Also shhock
waves have a big effect onn increasing thhe boundary layer
l
thickness. Thhis thickened boundary layyer can causee the
formation of a second shoock wave. Alll of these efffects
have an impoortant role on inlet unstart which may occur
at supersonicc Mach numbbers. For the future workk, by
placing a flapp in back of the isolator and
a adjustingg the
flap angle, unstart condditions can be induced and
V
(P
PIV)
investigated further. Particle Image Velocimetry
o
quantittative informaation
technique cann be used to obtain
about the fllow field within
w
the inlet/isolator. Also
A
unsteady surfface pressure measurementts within the inlet
i
can be perforrmed to gain a better idea about
a
the dynaamic
behavior of thhe flow and thhe unstart proccess.

17.
18.
19.

20.
21.

22.
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